Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Products, brands, hotels, restaurant, cities, places to visit and all services are now identified through a rating score which is generally the average score of the different reviews given by customers. Such rating score or reviews become one of the most influenced source on consumer's purchase decisions. We can assume that, online reviews nowadays control e-commerce and even international commerce. To increase their market share and to stay ahead of their competitors, companies and business try to over qualify their products by posting fake positive reviews, and even by posting fake negative reviews to damage their competitors' e-reputation. Those who post these fake reviews are called fake reviewers or review spammers, and the products being spammed are called target products. As the commercialization of these fraudulent activities, such spammers are organized to collaboratively write fake reviews in order magnify the effect of review manipulation. Such review group spammers are more frequently occurred to control the sentiment of the target products. They are even more harmful than individual review spammers' cause over their ability to deviate the overall rating in a short time interval and with different reviewers profiles to mislead spammer detection tools. The review spam detection issue attracts significant researchers during the last years. The main objective of these methods is to distinguish between fake and genuine reviews in order to protect ensure a safe environment and an equitable concurrence between companies. These research can be classified into three categories \[[@CR11]\]; review spam detection, review spammer detection and group spammer detection. Several approaches are based on the review spam text information as the semantic and linguistic aspects \[[@CR7], [@CR17]\]. Moreover, there are different methods which try to detect spammers through graph based aspects \[[@CR1], [@CR8], [@CR23]\]. Others, detect spammers while relying on the spammers behavioral indicators \[[@CR12], [@CR15], [@CR18]\], and on the brust patterns as new indicators \[[@CR9]\]. These approaches give significant results in the spam reviews detection field. Recently, there were increasingly research interests in group spamming detection aspects cause of their powerful manipulation thanks to their huge reviewers' members. The first study was introduced by Mukherjee et al. \[[@CR14]\], in which they rely on the Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) technique to generate candidate review spammers groups. This technique considers reviewers as items and products as transactions. Through the FIM technique and by initializing the minimum support count to 3, they can spot at least 2 reviewers, while each reviewer review at least 3 common products. Many techniques rely on these candidate groups and propose different computing frameworks to evaluate the suspicion of each candidate spammer groups. Such that, in \[[@CR14]\] authors proposed an iterative computing GSRank to rank candidate groups which spots the relationship among candidate groups, target products and individual reviewers. Xu et al. \[[@CR27]\] introduce a statistical model based on the EM algorithm to calculate the collusiveness of each group member from one FIM candidate group at least. Another proposed method in \[[@CR24]\] relies on FIM method to capture bicliques or sub-bicliques candidates them check them to detect real collusion groups through group spam indicators. Moreover, Xu et al. \[[@CR28]\] use FIM to find groups of reviewers who have reviewed various common products. They introduce a KNN-based method and a graph based classification method to predict the fake or not fake labels for each reviewer belonging to at least one FIM candidate group. They evaluated the effectiveness of the used group spammer indicators on a large Chinese review websites. The KNN-method proves its performance in this study. Some other recent works in this aspect do not rely on the FIM techniques such in \[[@CR25]\], where authors propose a top-down computing framework (GGSpam) to detect review spammer groups by exploiting the topological structure of the underlying reviewer graph. We can also cite \[[@CR26]\] which propose an unsupervised approach named LDA-based group spamming detection in product reviews (GSLDA) which adapt Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in order to bound the closely related group spammers into small cluster of reviewers and extracts high suspicious reviewers groups from each LDA-clusters. These proposed methods achieve also significant results. The spam review detection issue can be considerate as one of the most uncertain challenging problem due to the ambiguity provided by the spammers and the group spammers to mislead the detection systems. Nevertheless, the previous proposed methods did not take into consideration the uncertain aspect while trying to detect group spammers. We think that ignoring such uncertainty may deeply affect the quality of detection. For these reasons, we propose a novel method aims to detect group spammers based on the FIM technique to generate candidate group and also on the different group spammer indicators, using the K-nearest neighbors' algorithm within the belief function theory. This theory has shown its robustness in this field through our previous methods which achieve significant results \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]. Furthermore, the use of the Evidential K-NN has been based on its robustness in the real world classification problems under uncertainty. We seek to involve imprecision in the Group spammers behaviors indicators which are considered as the fundamental interest in our approach since they are used as features for the Evidential K-NN. In such way, our method predicts the labels spammers or not spammers reviewers (belonging or not to the FIM candidate groups).

This paper is structured as follows: In the first section, we present the basic concepts of the belief function theory and the Evidential K-nearest neighbors, then we elucidate the proposed method in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Section [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} is consecrated for the experimental results and we finish with a conclusion and some future work.

Belief Function Theory {#Sec2}
======================

In section, we elucidate the fundamentals of the belief function theory as well as the Evidential K-nearest neighbors classifier.

Basic Concepts {#Sec3}
--------------

The belief function theory, called also the Dempster Shafer theory, is one of the powerful theories that handles uncertainty in different tasks. It was introduced by Shafer \[[@CR20]\] as a model to manage beliefs.
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Several types of *bba*'s have been proposed \[[@CR21]\] in order to model special situations of uncertainty. Here, we present some special cases of *bba*'s:The certain *bba* represents the state of total certainty and it is defined as follows: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The belief function, denoted *bel*, includes all the basic belief masses given to the subsets of *A*. It quantifies the total belief committed to an event *A* by assigning to every subset *A* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Several combination rules have been proposed in the framework of belief functions to aggregate a set of *bba*'s provided by pieces for evidence from different experts. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Conjunctive rule*: It was introduces in \[[@CR22]\], denoted by and defined as:*Dempster's rule of combination*: This combination rule is a normalized version of the conjunctive rule \[[@CR5]\]. It is denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The belief function framework provides numerous solutions to make decision. Within the Transferable Belief Model (TBM) \[[@CR22]\], the decision process is performed at the pignistic level where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Evidential K-Nearest Neighbors {#Sec4}
------------------------------

The Evidential K-Nearest Neighbors (EKNN) \[[@CR6]\] is one of the best known classification methods based in the belief function framework. It performs the classification over the basic crisp KNN method thanks to its ability to offer a credal classification of the different objects. This credal partition provides a richer information content of the classifier's output.
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Proposed Method {#Sec5}
===============

The idea behind our method is to take into account the uncertain aspect in order to improve detecting the group spammer reviewers. For that, we propose a novel approach based on FIM techniques to generate candidate groups, different group spammers indicators and we rely on the Evidential K-nearest neighbors which is famous classifier under the belief function framework. In the remainder of this section, we will elucidate the different steps of our proposed approach; in the first step we will construct the different group spammers from data and we model the group spammers indicators which will be used as features in our method. In the second step, we detail the applying of the EKNN in which we present the initialization and learning phase. Finally, we distinguish between the group spammers and the innocent reviewers through the classification phase.

Step1: Pre-processing Phase {#Sec6}
---------------------------

Spammers who get paid to post fake reviews can not just writing one review for a single product because they would not make enough money that way. Rather, they post various reviews for many products. That's why, we use Frequent pattern mining, that can find them working together on multiple products, to construct candidate spammer groups. Then, we elucidate the different group spammers indicators \[[@CR14]\] which can control the candidate spammers behaviors and to find out whether these groups behave strangely.

**1- Construction of Spammer Groups From Data**

To create a dataset that holds sufficient colluders for evaluation, the first task is to search for the places where colluders would probably be found. A good way to achieve this is to use frequent itemset mining (FIM). In such context, reviewer IDs are regarded as items, each transaction is the set of reviewer IDs who have reviewed a particular product.

Through FIM, groups of reviewers who have reviewed multiple common products can be found. Here we use maximal frequent itemset mining (MFIM) to discover groups with maximal size since we focus on the worst spamming activities in our dataset.

**2-Group Spammer Indicators**

In our method, we rely on these different group spammers indicators:Time Window (TW): Reviewers in a spammer group usually work together in order to post fake reviews for a target product in a short time interval.Group Deviation (GD): Members of group spammers are generally give either very high (5\*) or very low (1\*) ratings to the products. The same products typically are also reviewed by other genuine reviewers. Group spammers generally deviate in their ratings by a significant amount from the mean review ratings score. Therefore, the bigger the deviation, the worse the group is.Group Content Similarity (GCS): Members of group spammers usually copy reviews among themselves. Therefore, the products or the services which are victims of such group spamming can have many reviews with similar content.Member Content Similarity (MCS): The members of a group may not know one another. Each of them just copy or modify his/her own previous reviews. If multiple members of the group do this, the group is more likely to be a spammer group.Early Time Frame (ETF): One damaging group spam activity is to strike right after a product is launched or is made available for reviewing. The purpose is to make a big impact and to take control of the sentiment on the product.Ratio of Group Size (RGS): The ratio of the group size and the total number of reviewers for the product is also a good indicator of spamming. In one extreme (the worst case), the group members are the only reviewers of the product, which is very damaging.Group Size (GS): The group size itself also tells something quite interesting. If a group is large, then the probability of members happening to be in the group by chance is small. Furthermore, the larger the group, the more devastating is its effect.Support Count (SC): Support count is the number of products for which the group has worked on together. If a group has a very high support count, it is clearly alarming.

Step2: Evidential KNN Application {#Sec7}
---------------------------------

After applying the FIM algorithm with fixed parameter settings, we note that the suspicious groups are found to be highly similar with each other in term of members, reviewed product also similar ratings. This is because of the dense reviewer product bipartite graph that can decomposed into many small pieces of fully connected sub-graphs (groups). This may have many overlapped nodes (members and products) and such small sub-graphs may dilute the effectiveness of some indicators. However, being used properly, these tiny groups may be favorable to detect colluders in a novel way.

That's why, we propose to rely on the Evidential KNN-based method to detect colluders by utilizing the similarities between such groups. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**1-Initialization and Learning Phase**
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**Common Rating Deviation**

It computes the deviation between the average ratings given to the products of common restaurant/hotel reviewed by two groups:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After defining the pairwise similarity of two groups, the pairwise similarity of two reviewers is computed by taking the average over the pairwise similarity of each pair of their respective groups:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**2-Classification Phase**

In this part, we aim to classify the target reviewer $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**The** *bba* **'s Generation**
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In our situation, each neighbor of the target reviewer has two possible hypotheses. It can be near to a spammer reviewer in which his the committed belief is assigned to the spammer class *S* and the rest is given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega $$\end{document}$. We treat the K-most similar reviewers independently where each one is represented by a *bba*. Hence, *K* various *bba*'s can be created for each reviewer.

**The** *bba* **'s Combination**

After the *bba*'s generation for each reviewer $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_i$$\end{document}$, we detail how to aggregate these *bba*'s in order to get the final belief concerning the reviewer classification. We combine these *bba*'s through the Dempster combination rule to obtain the whole *bba* that represent the evidence of the K-nearest Neighbors regarding the class of the reviewer. Hence, this global mass function *m* is calculated as such:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to determine the membership of the reviewer $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega $$\end{document}$, we apply the pignistic probability *BetP*. Therefore, the classification decision is made either the reviewer is a spammer or innocent. For this, we select the class that has the grater value of *BetP* as the final classification.

Experimentation and Results {#Sec8}
===========================

The evaluation in the fake reviews detection problem was always a challenging issue due to the unavailability of the true real world growth data and variability of the features also the classification methods used by the different related works which can lead to unsafe comparison in this field.

**Data Description**

In order to test our method performance, we use two datasets collected from [yelp.com](http://www.yelp.com). These datasets represent the more complete, largest, the more diversified and general purpose labeled datasets that are available today for the spam review detection field. They are labeled through the classification based on the yelp filter which has been used in various previous works \[[@CR2], [@CR10], [@CR16], [@CR19], [@CR26]\] as ground truth in favor of its efficient detection algorithm based on experts judgment and on various behavioral features. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} introduces the datasets content where the percentages indicate the filtered fake reviews (not recommended) also the spammers reviewers.

The YelpNYC dataset contains reviews of restaurants located in New York City; the Zip dataset is bigger than the YelpNYC datasets, since it includes businesses in different regions of the U.S., such that New Jersey, New York, Vermont and Connecticut. The strong points of these datasets are:The high number of reviews per user, which facilities to modeling of the behavioral features of each reviewer.The divers kinds of entities reviewed, i.e., hotels and restaurants.Above all, the datasets hold just basic information, such as the content, label, rating, and date of each review, connected to the reviewer who generated them. Thanks to the over-specific information, we can generalize the proposed method to different review sites. Table 1.Datasets descriptionDatasetsReviews (filtered %)Reviewers (Spammer %)Services (Restaurant or hotel)YelpZip608,598 (13.22%)260,277 (23.91%)5,044YelpNYC359,052 (10.27%)160,225 (17.79%)923

**Evaluation Criteria**

We rely on the three following criteria to evaluate our method performance: Accuracy, precision and recall, they can be defined as Eqs. [19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}, [20](#Equ20){ref-type=""}, [21](#Equ21){ref-type=""} respectively where *TP*, *TN*, *FP*, *FN* denote True Positive, True Negative, False Positive and False Negative respectively.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First of all, we apply the frequent itemset mining FIM, where *I* is the set of all reviewer ids in our two datasets. Each transaction is the set of the reviewer ids who have reviewed a particular hotel or restaurant. Thus, each hotel or restaurant generates a transaction of reviewer ids. By mining frequent itemsets, we find groups of reviewers who have reviewed multiple restaurants or hotels together. Then, we rely on the Maximal Frequent Itemset Mining (MFIM) to spot groups with maximal size in order to focus on the worst spamming activities. In the YelpZip dataset we found 74,364 candidate groups and 50,050 candidate groups for the YelpNYC dataset. We use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Trying to ensure a safe comparison, we compare our method named Evidential Group Spammers Detection (EGSD) with two previous works in which authors rely on the FIM technique to generate the candidate groups and almost the same features used in our work. The first method introduced in \[[@CR13]\] Detecting Group Review Spam (DGRS) used the FIM to generate candidate groups then computed the different indicators value and use the SVM rank algorithm to rank them, the other method proposed in \[[@CR14]\] we focus on the Ranking Group Spam algorithm (GSRank) which rely on an iterative algorithm to effectively rank the group spammers. The results are reported in the Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2.Comparative resultsEvaluation CriteriaAccuracyPrecisionRecallMethodsDGRSGSRankEGSDDGRSGSRankEGSDDGRSGSRankEGSDYelpZip65%78%**85%**70%76%**83.5%**71%74%**86%**YelpNYC60%74%**84.3%**62%76.5%**83.55%**61.3%77.2%**85%**

Our method achieves the best performance detection according to accuracy, precision and recall over-passing the compared methods. We record at best an accuracy improvement over 10% in both YelpZip and YelpNYC data-sets compared to DGRS and over 7% compared to GSRank.

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

In this work, we tackle the group spammer review detection problem which become a real issue to the online rating systems and we propose a novel approach that aims to distinguish between the spammer and the innocent reviewers while taking into account the uncertainty in the different suspicious behavioral group spammer indicators. Experimental study on a real-world datasets against several state-of-the-art approaches verifies the effectiveness and efficiency of our method. Our proposed approach can be useful for different reviews sites in various fields. As future work, we aim to introduce other features to further improve the detection.
